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It feels good to start your day  
with a smile. Here’s how to do it!
Focused, refreshed, feeling full of the joys of spring? How well your 
day goes depends a lot on how well you slept last night. A new 
mattress is a great starting point, but it’s when you combine it with 
the right pillow and quilt that you’ll feel its full effects, so we’ve 
included them in this brochure, too. Our product range is designed 
to suit different physiques and personal preferences, to offer total 
comfort, tailored to suit you. You can even bring everything you  
need home today, and be waking up with a big smile on your face  
by tomorrow morning.
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BECAUSE WE FIND THE BEST WAY  
TO USE THE MATERIALS
We use lyocell and plain weaving method to reduce 

water and reduce the production cost, but without 
affecting the quality.

BECAUSE WE PRODUCE IN  
LARGE QUANTITY
We do everything we can to lower our prices,  

around the world; and then we produce millions to 
reduce the transportation and storage costs, but 

BECAUSE WE ORDER DIRECTLY  
FROM MANUFACTURER
We order directly from manufacturer to minimise 
the transportation cost, we also remove the 
expensive middlemen to further reduce the cost.

WHY WE COULD MANUFACTURE GOOD QUALITY MATTRESS AT SUCH A LOW PRICE?

Tried and tested
In our test labs, there’s a 300-pound 
wood and steel “man”, whose job is to roll 
around on our mattresses, 49,876 times. 
Which equals 25 years of regular human 
use. While he’s doing that, we also test the 
edges of our mattresses 20,000 times with 
a 100kg weight, since you sit here before 
lying down for the night, or getting out of 
bed in the morning. So however tired you 
are, we’re quite sure your mattress will  
give you a good night’s sleep for years  
and years to come.

We press on them for comfort
 

which records the resistance when pressure 
is applied on the mattress. We also test 
individual mattresses for comfort, such as 
temperature and moisture distribution.

We pull, tear and spill on them  
for fabric quality
We conduct special fabric tests on mattresses  
by pulling, tearing, and spilling liquids to ensure 
that the ticking resists stains and is strong 
enough to last the lifetime of the mattress.

For your safety, we apply the strictest measures 

followed by placing a cigarette on different 
areas of the mattress. The requirement is that  

But we avoid using chemicals!
Your mattress is with you one-third of your 
time. So we do not want it to carry chemicals 
that would affect your health. That is why  
we deliberately refrain from using anti-
bacterial treatment, anti-mite chemicals,  
and scotch guard.

Tried and tested
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Natural materials
The natural materials used in our 
mattresses provide excellent support 
and pressure distribution to offer you the 
very best in sleeping comfort. Natural 
materials like horse hair, cotton, wool 
and lyocell, also ensure good ventilation, 
and transport moisture away from your 
skin to maintain a dry and comfortable 
environment. We offer a range of 
mattresses that combine a selection of 
natural materials to ensure you enjoy the 
best possible comfort and rest through 
the night.

Latex
Latex is a natural material manufactured 
from sap produced by the rubber trees, 
and also synthetically. Latex provides 
precise support to the whole body and 
is both pliable and strong. The material 
also promotes air circulation and carries 
away moisture. Natural latex is softer, 
but which type will suit you best is more 
a question of taste.

$1,990

Materials Materials
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Springs
Spring mattresses have very good 
bounce and excellent ventilation 
properties. There are two types of  
spring mattresses to choose from. 

Bonnell springs are hourglass shaped,  
which means their resistance increases 
with load. They are therefore best suited 

Pocket springs are coils individually 
encased in pockets so that each can 
work independently to follow the  
contour of the body. 

Materials Materials

Foam
Foam moulds to your body shape and 

and resilient. IKEA foam mattresses 
have stretchable, washable covers and 
come in three types of foam:

Polyurethane is supple, resilient, and 
retains its shape well. The polyurethane 
of IKEA mattresses weights from  
18kg/m³ up to 50kg/m³. The heavier it is, 
the more resilient the mattress, and the 
longer it is likely to last.

High resilient foam specially processed 
to give it higher elasticity and density, 
this type of foam is suitable for heavier 
loads. It is also more long-lasting 
compared to normal foam.

Memory foam provides high pressure-
relieving properties, which is a 
temperature and weight sensitive foam 
that moulds to your body and regains  
its natural shape when not in use.
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There are many reasons to be fond of lyocell –  

cotton for our bedlinen. 

To start with, lyocell uses less water than 
cotton when being produced. Second, lyocell 
is manufactured with the use of non-toxic 
recyclable chemicals. But lyocell isn’t just  
a good choice – it also has the ability to  
absorb and wick moisture away, keeping  
you dry and comfy all night through.

BEING KIND TO MOTHER NATURE  
IS AS EASY AS GOING TO SLEEP

Love it or exchange it! Try it at home 100 days.
Our mattresses are made from high quality materials that will reward you with restful 
sleep, night after night. And we keep their price affordable, but not by cutting back on 
quality or comfort. We do it by looking at all other aspects of our design, construction  

 
having our own lab, we use respected external testing facilities to gauge our products’ 

moisture transportation, heat insulation and pressure distribution. That’s why we offer 
you a “100-day mattress and mattress pad trial” and a “25-year guarantee”. And when  
you go to bed on one of our mattresses, you’ll soon see why.

Guarantee

25years
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SIZE GUIDE 

Single Small double Double Queen King

SPRING MATTRESS

spring mattress

MEDIUM FIRM

Thickness 17cm

Bonnell springs provide support for your body.  

Single $390 Double $790

spring mattress

MEDIUM FIRM

Thickness 18cm

Bonnell springs provide all-over support to ensure a restful night’s sleep.

Single $690 Double $990 Queen $1,190

spring mattress

FIRM

Thickness 18cm

Single $990 Double $1,490 Queen $1,790

spring mattress

FIRM

Thickness 12cm

Bonnell springs provide all-over support to ensure a restful night's sleep.

Single $990

spring mattress

MEDIUM FIRM

Thickness 21cm

 
adds support and comfort. Stretch fabric on topside of the mattress moves with you to maximise comfort.

Single $1,290 Double $1,990 Queen $2,390

spring mattress

FIRM

Thickness 21cm

 
adds support and comfort. Stretch fabric on topside of the mattress moves with you to maximise comfort.  

Single $1,490 Small double $1,990 Double $2,290 Queen $2,790

SPRING MATTRESS

spring mattress

MEDIUM FIRM

Thickness 24cm

Get support when and where you need it with pocket springs that closely follow your movements.  
 

with you to maximise comfort. 

Single $1,690 Double $2,590 Queen $3,190 King $4,190

spring mattress

FIRM

Thickness 24cm

Get support when and where you need it with individually wrapped pocket springs that work independently to 

topside of the mattress moves with you to maximise comfort. The higher density of foam makes the mattress 

Single $1,990 Small double $2,490 Double $2,990 Queen $3,490  
King $4,490

spring mattress

FIRM

Thickness 26cm

You get support in the right places with the help of indiviually wrapped pocket springs that work independently 

Single $2,290 Small double $2,990 Double $3,490 Queen $3,990 

spring mattress

MEDIUM FIRM

Thickness 27cm

Relax more fully with a spring surface of latex that conforms to your body to relieve pressure.  
Individual wrapped pocket springs that work independently to closely follow your movements. 

Single $2,290 Double $3,490 Queen $4,290 King $5,290

spring mattress

FIRM

Thickness 27cm

Relax more fully with a spring surface of a memory foam that conforms to your body to relieve pressure. 
Individual wrapped pocket springs that work independently to closely follow your movements. 

Single $2,490 Double $3,690 Queen $4,690 King $5,690

High resilience foam

Memory foam

Roll packed

Bonnell springs

Pocket springs

Mini pocket springs

Foam

Comfort zone Machine washable

Latex

Natural materials

Gel infused memory foam
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SIZE GUIDE 

Single Small double Double Queen King

SPRING MATTRESS

spring mattress

FIRM

Thickness 26cm

A 3cm thick layer of latex provide high pressure-relieving capacity, enabling your body to relax more fully.

Single $2,990 Small double $3,790 Double $4,290 Queen $4,990 

spring mattress

MEDIUM FIRM

Thickness 31cm

A soft layer of mini pocket springs contours to the natural curves of the body to create an enhanced comfort. 
Stretch fabric on topside of the mattress moves with you to maximise comfort. 

Single $2,890 Double $3,990 Queen $4,790 King $5,790

spring mattress

FIRM

Thickness 31cm

A soft layer of mini pocket springs contours to the natural curves of the body to create an enhanced comfort. 
Stretch fabric on topside of the mattress moves with you to maximise comfort. 

Single $3,190 Double $4,490 Queen $5,290 King $6,290

spring mattress

MEDIUM FIRM

Thickness 33cm

a very pleasant sleeping environment with an even temperature. The mattress provides good ventilation and 

comfort zones. 

Single $3,290 Double $4,590 Queen $5,190 King $6,190

spring mattress

FIRM

Thickness 33cm

a very pleasant sleeping environment with an even temperature. The mattress provides good ventilation and 

comfort zones. 
 

Single $3,690 Double $4,990 Queen $5,690 King $6,690

FOAM MATTRESS

foam mattress

FIRM

Thickness 10cm

Foam supports your body, yet is soft and supple.

Single $590 Double $890 Queen $1,190

foam mattress

MEDIUM FIRM

Thickness 12cm

Get all-over support and comfort with a resilient foam mattress.

Single $690 Double $1,190 Queen $1,490

foam mattress

FIRM

Thickness 12cm

Get all-over support and comfort with a resilient foam mattress.

Single $790 Double $1,490 Queen $1,990

foam mattress

MEDIUM FIRM

Thickness 14cm

 
adds support and comfort.

Single $890 Double $1,690 Queen $1,990

foam mattress

FIRM

Thickness 14cm

 
adds support and comfort.

Single $990 Double $1,990 Queen $2,490

High resilience foam

Memory foam

Bonnell springs

Pocket springs

Foam

Comfort zone Machine washable

Latex

Natural materials

Roll packedMini pocket springs Gel infused memory foam
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SIZE GUIDE 

Single Small double Double Queen King

MATTRESS PADS

mattress pad

Thickness 3.5cm

Single $499 Double $799 Queen $1,190 King $1,790

mattress pad

Thickness 5cm

Single $799 Double $999 Queen $1,390 King $1,990

mattress pad

Thickness 8cm

Thick layer of memory foam mouldy to your body, enabling your body to relax more fully.

Single $999 Double $1,490 Queen $1,790 King $2,390

mattress pad

Thickness 5cm

Memory foam topped with a layer of gel moulds to your body just like ordinary memory foam. The difference is that gel  
takes a longer time to warm up creating a cooler sleeping surface.

Single $1,290 Small double $1,490 Double $1,790 Queen $1,990

mattress pad

Thickness 7cm

Single $1,290 Double $1,790 Queen $1,990 King $2,590

mattress pad

Thickness 6cm

4cm thick layer of natural latex provide very high pressure-relieving capacity, enabling your body to relax more fully.  
Natural materials wicks away moisture and gives a very pleasant sleeping atmosphere with an even temperature.  
Stretch-knit ticking gently gives as you move in bed in response to your body’s shape.

Single $1,990 Double $2,290 Queen $2,490 King $3,490

SLATTED BED BASE & MATTRESS PROTECTORS

slatted bed base

Slats of layer-glued birch, adjust to your body weight and increase the suppleness of the mattress for an additional cushioning effect. 

Single $210 Small double $250 Double $260 Queen $350 King $360

slatted bed base

Slats of layer-glued birch, adjust to your body weight and increase the suppleness of the mattress.

Single $310 Double $460 Queen $550 King $600

mattress protector

Protects the mattress against stains and dirt and prolongs its life.

Single $59.9 Double $89.9 Queen $119.9 King $159.9

mattress protector

Waterproof layer prevents any liquid from passing through.

Single $149.9 Double $219.9 Queen $239.9 King $269.9

mattress protector

 
to keep you dry at night.

Single $249.9 Double $349 Queen $399 King $499

mattress protector

A temperature-regulating lining reacts to your body temperature and keeps you comfortable  
during sleep. Outer fabric in lyocell and cotton, transport moisture away to keep you dry at night.

Single $399 Double $599 Queen $699 King $799

mattress protector

Fibre with good heat conduction function, which can pass out the heat quickly and reach a super cool feeling.

Single $499 Double $699 Queen $799 King $899

High resilience foam

Memory foam

Bonnell springs

Pocket springs

Foam

Comfort zone Machine washable

Latex

Natural materials

Roll packedMini pocket springs Gel infused memory foam
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Every morning is refreshing!
To ensure your good sleep with quality and comfort, over 100 quilt 

which protect your skin thoroughly. Some of them contain lyocell 
material giving extra smoothness and keeping moist away! We have 
lots of bedroom styles, but only one that matters…… yours!

WANT MORE INSPIRATIONS?
Come and visit IKEA.com.hk/en for lots more ideas.
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Find your suitable quilt 
and pillow
IKEA provides a range of different materials 
for you to choose from, for example, down and 

foam. Start by considering what material is 

to narrow down the consideration set.

NATURAL MATERIALS

DOWN AND FEATHER

MAN-MADE MATERIALS

LYOCELL

MEMORY FOAM

MICROFIBRE

Natural insulators breathe and are good at absorbing moisture. 
You stay dry and warm all night – and enjoy feeling cosy while 
you sleep. These quilts and pillows can be machine-washed at 
60°C, but not as often as man-made quilts.

All man-made quilts and pillows are very easy to care for.  
They can be machine-washed frequently at 60°C, which makes 
them a good choice for people with dust mite allergies. Moreover, 
they dry quickly after being washed. Some quilts and pillows 

of memory foam.

pulp. It’s kind to the environment, using less water to produce 
than cotton. Lyocell draws moisture away, keeping you comfy  
and dry all night.

Memory foam responds to your body temperature and moulds  
to the contours of your body. You get good, even support and 
move less around in bed so you can fully relax and sleep better.

gives quilts and pillows a downlike feeling. It is a good alternative 

and easy to wash and care for.

 
 

This means that the more down a quilt contains, the softer  

light. Feathers are resilient and supportive. This means that  
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What you need to 
consider when you are 
choosing a quilt?
You need to consider your  
warmth needs. 

IKEA provides quilts with different warmth 
needs. You can choose the most suitable  
quilt according to your need. Consider  
several questions when buying the quilt: 

“Do you feel hot or cold at night?”  
“Are you sharing quilt with your partner?”  
“What is the room temperature?” 

COOLER

If you often feel warm or during hot season,  
you can choose this light and cooling quilt.

WARMER

If the surround temperature is moderate during 
sleeping, this quilt with medium thickness will be 
your choice.

EXTRA WARM

If you feel cold or during cold season,  
you can choose this warm and thick quilt.

CLEAN AND CARE

double quilt, warmer

$429
01

01 RÖDTOPPA double quilt, warmer $429 
W200×L200cm 102.715.38

  
RÖDTOPPA

Fabric: 55% lyocell, 45% cotton
Filling: 50% lyocell, 50% polyester
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NATURAL MATERIALS

Filling Quilt Warmth
Single

150×200cm
Double

200×200cm
King

240×220cm

10% duck down / 
90% duck feathers

HÖNSBÄR

$279.9 1,425g $379 1,905g —

$379 1,890g $429 2,505g $569 3,300g

$399 2,370g $499 3,150g —

60% duck down / 
40% duck feathers

SÖTVEDEL
$399 1,325g $499 1,735g $699 2,260g

$529 1,585g $599 2,080g $999 2,725g

90% duck down / 
10% duck feathers

KÄLLKRASSE
$799 1,350g $999 1,765g $1,290 2,320g

$999 1,700g $1,190 2,240g $1,490 2,940g

MAN-MADE MATERIALS

Filling Quilt Warmth
Single

150×200cm
Double

200×200cm
King

240×220cm

Lyocell
RÖDTOPPA

$249.9 1,390g $349 1,850g $499 2,430g

$349 1,840g $429 2,450g $699 3,220g

$429 2,380g $529 3,170g $899 4,180g

SILVERTOPP $59.9 550g $79.9 720g $119.9 950g

TILKÖRT $89.9 800g $119.9 1,070g —

GRUSBLAD

$129.9 1,080g $199.9 1,440g —

$179.9 1,470g $229.9 1,960g —

$299.9 2,130g $399 2,840g —

GLANSVIDE
$499 1,310g $579 1,750g —

$529 1,630g $649 2,190g —

  
HÖNSBÄR

Fabric: 100% cotton
Filling: 10% duck down, 90% duck feathers

  
RÖDTOPPA

Fabric: 55% lyocell, 45% cotton
Filling: 50% lyocell, 50% polyester

  
GRUSBLAD

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton
Filling: 100% polyester

SILVERTOPP

Fabric: 100% polypropylene
Filling: 100% polyester

  
GLANSVIDE

Fabric: 100% cotton
Filling: 100% polyester

TILKÖRT

Fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester

 
SÖTVEDEL

Fabric: 100% cotton
Filling: 60% duck down, 40% duck feathers

  
KÄLLKRASSE

Fabric: 100% cotton
Filling: 90% duck down, 10% duck feathers
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What you need to 
consider when you are 
choosing a pillow?
You need to consider the  
height and materials

IKEA provides pillows made of memory 
foam (ergonomic pillows with standard 
size), latex(standard size), man-made and 
natural materials (you can choose different 

protector, it maintains the cleanness  
and hygiene of pillow. 

SOFTER

 
medium-high pillow, this one suits you.

FIRMER

 
people who like high pillow.

CLEAN AND CARE

latex pillow

$499 

$399

 

01

01 HIRSSTARR latex pillow $399  
W45×L70cm 403.347.99

HIRSSTARR

Fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 85% natural, 15% synthetic latex
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Filling Pillow Size Softer Firmer

10% down /90% feather
50×80cm $99.9 990g $99.9 1,225g

60% down /40% feather
50×80cm $449 795g $449 1,070g

90% down /10% feather
50×80cm $699 1,120g $699 1,515g

Latex
45×70cm — $399

Filling Pillow Size Softer Firmer

50×80cm $59.9 690g $59.9 900g

50×80cm $99.9 540g $99.9 720g

50×80cm $129.9 670g $129.9 950g

50×80cm $199.9 890g $199.9 1,025g

Filling Pillow Size

Polyester
40×75cm $79.9

Memory foam

50×80cm $129.9

33×50cm $159.9

41×71cm $299.9

41×70cm $349

41×70cm $459

PILLOW PROTECTORS

 
JORDRÖK

Fabric: 100% cotton
Filling: 10% duck down,  

90% duck feathers

 
KORNVALLMO

Fabric:  100% cotton
 

 10% duck feathers

 
HYLLE

Fabric: 55% lyocell, 45% cotton
Filling: 100% polyester

 
HAMPDÅN

Fabric: 65% polyester,  
35% cotton

Filling: 100% polyester

 
AXAG

Fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester

 
GULDPALM

Fabric: 100% cotton
Filling: 60% duck down,  

40% duck feathers

 
ROSENSTJÄRNA

Fabric: 100% cotton
Filling: 100% polyester

01 ÄNGSVIDE pillow protector $39.9 W50×L80cm. Protects the pillow from 
stains and dirt and prolongs its life 702.810.73

02 KUNGSMYNTA pillow protector $89.9 W50×L80cm. Outer fabric in lyocell 

transports moisture away to keep you dry at night 102.555.76
03 ROSENDUN pillow protector $169.9 W50×L80cm. A temperature-regulating 

lining reacts to your body temperature. Outer fabric in lyocell and cotton, 

202.524.26
04 MYSKMADRA pillow protector $199.9 W50×L80cm. Fibre with good heat 

conduction function, which can pass out the heat quickly and reach  
a super cool feeling 103.852.81

01 02 03 04

SKOGSLÖK

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton
Filling: 100% polyester  

(100% recycled)

KLUBBSPORRE

Cover: 75% polyester, 25% 
polyethylene

Filling: Polyurethane memory foam

RUMSMALVA

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 
Polyester wadding, 100% 
polypropylene

Filling: 100% polypropylene, 
Polyurethane foam

PRAKTVÄDD

Cover: 100% cotton
Filling: Polyurethane memory foam 

ROSENSKÄRM

Fabric: 99% polyester, 1% elastane
Filling: Polyurethane memory foam 

MJÖLKKLOCKA

Fabric: 99% polyester, 1% elastane
Filling: Polyurethane memory foam 

HIRSSTARR

Fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 85% natural,  

15% synthetic latex

NATURAL MATERIALS ERGONOMIC

MAN-MADE MATERIALS
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Sometimes a little help is all you need 
to turn a dream into reality. Which is 
why we offer a wide range of services 
to help you along the way. Of course, 
the more you do yourself, the lower 
the price will be. And the more you ask 
us to do for you, the more you can sit 
back and relax.

DELIVERY SERVICE
Can’t take your furniture with you?  
We can bring it to your home or business, 
which is available for both Hong Kong 
(including outlying islands) and Macau.

DISPOSAL OF OLD MATTRESSES
With the purchase of mattress, customer  
can enjoy this service at $200/item. 

INTEREST-FREE INSTALMENT

with purchase of $2,000 or above,  
in settlement with selected credit cards. 

MERCHANDISE PICK-UP SERVICE
You can pick up your purchases at Hong Kong 

Point for free.

ASSEMBLY SERVICE
Sometimes it’s nice to have someone  
else put your furniture together.  
Our independent, professional partners  
are happy to do it for you.

YOU CAN DO IT YOURSELF,  
BUT YOU DON’T HAVE TO.

100-DAY MATTRESS AND  
MATTRESS PAD TRIAL
It takes time to get to know a mattress – at least  
a month. That’s why we give you 100 days to sleep 
on your choice to decide if it’s perfect for you.  

 
that you have purchased is not to your liking,  
you are welcome to exchange for another one,  
or have your money back!

100-day mattress and mattress pad trial does not include 
BEITO mattresses; all mattress bases; all children and 
baby mattresses. 

MATTRESS 25-YEAR GUARANTEE
IKEA Hong Kong will provide “25-year guarantee”  
to the following mattresses:
HAFSLO, HUSVIKA, HAMARVIK, HÖVÅG, 
HYLLESTAD, HOKKÅSEN, HIDRASUND, FLEINVÄR, 
FILLAN, MOSHULT, MALFORS, MALVIK

Guarantee

25years



Products and units may require assembly, please refer to the price tag. Products information is for reference only,  

Causeway Bay Store: UB, Parklane Hotel

Shatin Store: L6, HomeSquare

Kowloon Bay Store: L4, MegaBox

Tsuen Wan Store: Level 3, 8½

Open daily

IKEA.com.hk

 
W120×L183, thickness 26cm

$3,290

$2,990
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